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Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Insider Internet Dating a program designed to help men  
interested in using online dating to successfully meet and date beautiful women.

Insider Internet Dating has become a best selling online dating guide for men, prompting a review by 
PUABooks.net's Clint Johnson.

"Insider Internet Dating creator Dave M is widely regarded as one of the world's top online dating 
experts," reports Johnson. "At PUABooks.net we cater to single men looking to exploit every possible 
avenue for meeting women, so we decided to take a look at Dave's program and see if it was a 
worthwhile online dating resource to recommend to our site visitors."

Dave M was by his own admission a "dateless nerd" before discovering the formula that allowed him 
to date over four hundred women in the past few years including Playboy Playmates, Vegas show girls, 
and swimsuit models. Dave's online dating success also led him to be featured in David DeAngelo's 
"Interviews With Dating Gurus" program, Vanity Fair Magazine, The Wall Street Journal, on ABC 
Primetime and other high profile media outlets. 

Johnson asserts that this ongoing press coverage is exceptional for a men's dating expert:

"Few dating coaches or 'gurus' garner the sort of mass media attention that Dave M has received for his 
Insider Internet Dating program, and that is one of the reasons we published our review," says Johnson. 
"I think one of the reasons it has become so popular is because guys can relate to Dave. He's just a 
regular guy, not some kind of flamboyant pick up artist like a lot of the other guys trying to teach these 
sorts of dating skills."

The Insider Internet Dating multimedia training course is available digitally online, allowing customers 
instant access to the 42 step-by-step tutorials, "cut and paste" email templates, Q+A audio session, PDF 
workbook manual, Insider Internet Dating Blueprint, as well as additional bonus training materials.

"As Dave points out in IID, the majority of men give up on internet dating because they get horrible 
results at first, and they basically have no idea what they are doing wrong," says Johnson. "Having 
access to Dave's training will undoubtedly give guys the confidence they need to hang in there a bit 
longer so that they can get a chance to reap the benefits online dating has to offer."

Those wishing to purchase Insider Internet Dating, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website 
PUABooks.net. Johnson's Insider Internet Dating Review is available at the following web address: 
http://puabooks.net/dave-ms-insider-internet-dating-system-effective
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